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Freddie is back, and boy is he one frustrated fly! He keeps missing 
social cues, so he misunderstands what people mean, and then he finds himself in a mess. 

When Mom yells, “Fine, just eat whatever you want,” Freddie does. When the bus driver hollers, 
“Why don’t you sing a little LOUDER?” Freddie does. Unfortunately for Freddie, they didn’t 

really mean what they said. They meant the opposite. But how was Freddie to know?  
HE HAS NO CLUE WHEN IT COMES TO SOCIAL CUES.   

Fortunately for our favorite fly, he has his dad and Principal Roachford available to 
teach him about connecting the communication dots, including voice tone, facial 
expressions and body language. 

But will Freddie remember to look for and connect all these dots when he’s buzzing about 
town on his own? Or will he find himself in the middle of more messy misunderstandings?
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CHILDREN/LIFE SKILLS

“Freddie the Fly: Connecting the Dots is an enjoyable and simple way to teach  
all children how to read social cues. Kimberly Delude takes the abstract world  
of social cues and breaks it down into three easy and concrete steps all children 

can follow!”   – Michelle Post, MA CCC-SLP 
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Hey there! here.
Do you guys always get in trouble, too? 

I do.
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Sometimes I know why. 

Like when I took my dad’s autographed  
Bug Ruth bat to school without asking.

Or every time I stay up late  
playing video games without permission.
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And on the bus this morning the driver said,  
“Why don’t you sing  

a little LOUDER?”

So I did.
And then he sent me to Principal Roachford’s office.

But other times I have no idea why.

Like yesterday Mom said,  
“Eat whatever  

you want.”

So I did.
And then she ordered me to my room.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com 
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